in his shoulders on a short neck and wore a quizzical look on his short,
bearded face.
This Austin wood-lot was especially inviting to me in that aggregation
of uninspired carpenter work: endless rows of drat or white painted wood
houses set regularly apart, each on its little painted cardboard lawn. High
front-steps went straight up to jigger-porches wriggling with turned
balusters, squirming with wanton scroll-work. And this prevalent porch-
luxury was seldom of use, but still the roofs continued to shut out the sun
from the parlours and sitting rooms. These enemies of Mr. Austin's barn
all had the murderous corner-tower serving as bay-window in the prin-
cipal corner room. Where did that soul-destroying motif come from?
Never from earth. This popular fetish—for it was more than a 'feature'	
was either rectangular across the corner, round or octagonal, eventuating
above into candle-snuffer roofs, to turnip domes, or corkscrew spires. I
walked along the miles of this expensive mummery, trying to get into the
thinking processes of the builders, but failed to get hold of any thinking
they had done at all. The forms were utterly meaningless, though appar-
ently much scheming and copying had gone into them.
The houses were senseless; most of them looked equally comfortless.
No more so in Oak Park than anywhere else; rather better, because here
in Oak Park there were more trees and vines and wider shaven lots to
cloak their ugliness. Those who lived in this ambitious Eastlake mimicry—
called Queen Anne—were blissfully unaware of any serious losses or self-
inflicted insults. And yet the monotonous iteration of the suburban-house
parade like the sign-parade in Chicago streets compelled my attention
willing or not.
The sign-parade—phantasmagoria—had at least some basis, some
meaning. This procession—monogoria—had none whatever. My father's
complaints and criticisms of music came to mind. * Sentimentality' spoiled
music for him in the making or the playing. Did it apply here?
As I walked and walked about, a helpless spectator, again a rank out-
sider, it would seem a senseless reiteration. A monologue reciting in
monotone. .. .
Nobody home! Nobody home! 'They' stay here but they don't live here.
We never knew life. But we are just as good as anybody's houses, just as
good: just as good as 'they' are—better, maybe.
Fooled? Maybe they are fooled. What do we care? Everybody is—every-
body is! 'They' are. We are. Everybody is. We suit them all. They suit us.
Why should we mean anything if they don't mean anything?
We're as good as 'they9 are? We couldn't think if we would. They
wouldn't think if they could. They buy what thought there is in us ready-
made, and what's in them, too. It's easier—maybe better because cheaper.
How do you know:
Houses are just like clothes, aren't they? We're just clothes too, so we have
to be in fashion, don't we? Or we'll be laughed at! Won't we? Don't you see
—boy? They'll be laughed at too—What then?
Fools are we? Maybe—but fools on the laughing side.
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